Minutes of Community First Panel meeting held at ABCC on 4th November 2012
1. Present - Ruth Little - ABCC, Alan Blundell – Walton Breck, Jill Foxall - Cobra, Sally
Hinks ––, Margaret Thornley, Rawdon, Harry Moulton - Pinehurst, Cllr Adelle Dowling,
Ros Groves – Salisbury (Chair).
2. Apologies - Father Ray, Irene Taylor – B2U, Nicola Higham- Plus Dane- ,Patsy
Watterson – Yorkies, Irene Crone - Plus Dane,
3. Purpose of Meeting
The purpose of the meeting was to agree spending from the CF and Enterprise Fund To
further discuss the spend from the summer projects. The relevant people left the room
when there was a conflict of interest with an application.
4. Cllr Hanson
Joe wanted to talk to the group about the Enterprise Fund and the reasons for the
money being held by Plus dane to try and clarify and stop gossip.
Joe then mentioned the Poover and asked if the panel would agree to £3,500 being
given towards a poover project in county .
Panel agreed to £3,500 Joe assured the panel themoney would be replaced from the
future Enterprise fund.
.
5. PCA Crabbing Trip £250
Harry gave the group a brief on how well the crabbing trip went the children they took
were all overjoyed and they keep getting requests to go back.
£250 was approved via email.
6. FDP £250
As per the previous minutes it was agreed that groups could apply for £250 towards
summer projects via email it was agreed that FDP could have the £250
7. Community Equipment £1500
The Panel discussed the need for a selection of community equipment Photo Printer,
Gazebo’s, Generators, Decorations, to try and cut down on the need for funding towards
events it was agreed we would request the money from the Enterprise Fund to buy
community equipment which will be kept in the container on the Pinehurst and any
group in Anfield would be able to borrow the community equipment Ruth Jill to work on
a sheet to sign out equipment and a little rental type agreement,
Panel agreed to £1500
8. Samba Beat £600
As part of a long on going multi-cultural exchange AltTiar from Afro reggae was coming
over to Liverpool from Brazil for 3 days and as the Samba Group in ABCC is part of the
lasting legacy from afro reggae the group felt the contribution was a worthwhile one so
the young people could show him how much they had grown as a group all thanks to
afro reggae.
Panel agreed to £600
9. Community Christmas bingo Cobra £500

Application from cobra towards putting on a Christmas bingo in the willowbank pub
opens to all of Anfield.
Panel agreed to £500
10. Food u Need.
Ruth Little explained to the group the growing demand for food parcels in October alone
ABCC gave over 60+Parcels and explained that ADE Devers had suggested that they
use some Enterprise Fund to buy food the Panel agreed that the need was there and
thought it would be a valuable resource given the current benefit reform.
.

.

